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TV, newspapers, and many websites insist
on characterizing our era as civilized,
despite the violence, despite wars, despite
the disparity.  In countries like Ukraine,
Syria, Iraq, and others, conflicts are
currently raging, bringing havoc to all
humans, and which could very easily
spread into a 3rd World War.  The situation
is not like a few years ago, when the USA
was the ultimate "emperor" of all nations.
China and Russia have since strengthened
their economies and military power, so they
similarly claim the "throne" of the Almighty
over planet Earth.
 
Despite all of this, some people insist and
want to convince us that we are civilized, as
though we have reached our final
achievement as humanity and should now
"rest on our laurels".
 
To help convince you that we are not
civilized yet, we’ll focus on another
example: there are still millions of people
out there who believe that one “race” is
superior to another.

It’s quite likely that most of
you recognize the absurdity of
the “superior race” assertion
above, but since we need to
understand this within a wider
context, let me tell you a story
that comes from the future;
one far more advanced than
our present.  As you read this
story, I’m confident that it will
help dissolve any weak doubt
you have in mind about how
ridiculous it is to believe in
the superiority of one race
over the other.
 



July 13th, year 20115, Earth.  Scientists
discover a planet thousands of light years from
Earth, with living beings similar to humans, and
begin to observe and study their behavior
before making any attempt to contact or visit
them (standard procedure for deciding
whether or not to visit another inhabited
planet).
 
After observing them for years, they conclude
that this planet hosts many inequalities and
violence among the people there.  The
violence appears centered around a physical
characteristic on some of them; a hereditary
mark on the right hand, passed from
generation to generation.  The result is a
division into two large groups fighting each
other for power.
 



Searching for the reason why some people are born with this mark, the human
scientists discover that it's caused by a high concentration of several
substances, primarily melanin, on a single spot on their right hand.(source)
 
The scientists agree that the reason for this fighting is absurd, since we’re only
talking about a mark that just happens to be visible to the evolved optical
organs of the extraterrestrials.  This senseless discrimination would not exist if,
for example, this mark only existed inside their respiratory system instead of
their hand.
 
One of the scientific council members then informed the others that there had
also existed a similar behavior on Earth, many thousands of years ago, that
resulted in significant, senseless violence.  They searched the global network
and found it!  It was called racism.



REASON
AND

LOGIC
by Tio

If humans can use logic, they can
reason out a way to make this
world a better place… Or not.

http://tiotrom.com/




The world we live in is very complex, from
everyday interactions with other people to new
scientific discoveries, from quarks to quasars,
cells to human behavior, and so on, and it is so
hard for our limited brain to make sense of all
this.
 
Science provides a way to best make
sense of the world and it has been the most
powerful tool we have developed so far,
but science is not a fixed set of rules;
science is an evolving body of knowledge
that constantly questions the world and
the ways we interpret it.
 
However, despite the rigorous and
diverse methods of science to
explore and understand, we are
still faced today with so many
contradictions in society
revolving around things like
climate change, religion,
morality, human behavior,
and so on.
 
Why is that?  And if science has
arrived at just one conclusion
around each of these notions, is
there a way to make those
conclusions ‘understandable’ to
all people?  Why are people
looking at the same facts, but in
so many different, competing
ways?
 
How can people arrive at
different conclusions based on the
same facts?  Shouldn’t there be a
logic among all humans?  Shouldn’t
people be able to reason these things
out?
 



Some people think that we are born with some kind of
mechanism to ‘reason’, but as I will show you in this
article, that idea may be far from reality, and notions
such as ‘reason’ or ‘logic’ may simply be a mirage of
cultures.
 
Real science can be both complicated and complex,
and the average individual cannot readily apply its
methods when dealing with everyday life.  As a result,
we convince ourselves that ‘reason’ or ‘logic’ are the
tools of science that we can use to make sense of the
world.
 
So, leaving science aside and only focusing on its tools
(reason and logic) and the everyday life of their use.
Let’s start our journey as I present some stories, try to
trick your mind, and even question your ‘reasoning’.
 





I always have vivid dreams and remember them in great
detail, even years later, and I have some of the craziest
dreams that you can imagine.  For example, I am either
chased by zombies or travelling to planets that do not
exist, just to name two types.  I am also able to recall the
hilarious ‘reasoning’ that occurs in my dreams.
 
In one dream I was in outer space (without a spacesuit or
spacecraft), traveling towards a planet and I got cold.  What
did I do to fix that?  I invented a time machine, jumped into
it, got back to my apartment, grabbed a jacket, and went
back again towards that planet.  Well, why didn’t I just
invent the jacket on the spot instead of inventing a time-
travel machine?
 
Better yet, why didn’t I just say “If I have so much power,
I’ll just remove the feeling of cold, or the cold itself”.  After
all, I was traveling through space…and none of that was
affecting me at all, except it was a bit too cool and I
needed a jacket.  :)
 
That may have been just a dream, but it might not be much
different from how we ‘reason’ while awake.



HERE’S A VERY SIMPLE PUZZLE: 
 

You have a basket containing ten apples.
You also have ten friends, who each

desires an apple.  So, you give each of
your friends one apple.  Now all your

friends have one apple each, yet there is
an apple remaining in the basket.  

 
How is that possible?

ANSWER (CLICK)



You see how simple that was?  Did you ‘reason’ it out the same
way?  Does it seem ‘logical’ now?
 
It seems so, but what if the answer was: all of your ten friends
have an apple, but another apple that was not one of your
original ten remains in a basket somewhere in another part of
the world?  Or perhaps it was possible because I only
mentioned ten of the eleven apples you actually started with.
 
We can interpret the situation in many different ways, like
maybe the remaining apple is made of antimatter, this is why it
‘remains’, plus so many other scenarios that we can create and
interpret as we want to.  Each of them could be seen as ‘logical’
by someone.



The concept of ‘logic’ was borne by Aristotle, historians say, more

than 2,000 years ago.  However, Aristotle was very ‘illogical’

compared to our present day understandings in many of his theories.



Can you believe that he thought that flies come from dead fish (or
dead animals in general)?  He deduced that because he observed
that a dead fish, isolated from external factors and starting to rot,
had flies coming out of it after a while.  He did not realized that
before he started this experiment, other flies had touched the fish
and laid down eggs.
 
He also thought that the world was made out of only four basic
elements: water, earth, fire and air.  Aristotle also thought that eels
spontaneously come from mud and, although he analyzed many
species of animals and categorize them, he was unable to
recognize what Darwin figured out, the evolution of species.
 
 
He ‘reasoned’ that everything that existed had always existed and
will always exist.(source)  Now consider that this was one of the
most brightest, intelligent people of his time.

Jacque Fresco often says there is no
such thing as “intelligent” people.  If you
took an intelligent engineer of 100 years
ago and showed him the inside of a

hard drive of today he wouldn’t know
what to make of it.



Take for instance a theory about Earth that had circulated for
thousands of years.  Not too long ago, everyone thought Earth was
flat, which is quite ‘logical’ if you think about it.  We can only see an
apparently flat land in front of us.  Then, after numerous
observations such as ship's sails disappearing last when going
beyond the horizon, people started to believe that the ships must
go down and Earth might be a sphere.  Further influenced by
mathematics and the observation of celestial bodies of the day,
they started to see this idea as more ‘logical’, overwriting the flat
Earth theory.
 
Following that change in perspective, hundreds of additional
theories about Earth widely circulated and were accepted by many
‘smart’ people of the day: Earth is hollow, Earth is expanding, and
so on.
 
One recent example of a ‘logical’ mindfuck :) started in 1911,
when a geophysicist noticed something that everyone else
seemed blind to: when you look at a world map, you can see
how continent edges, like the American continent and Europe
and Africa, fit together like a puzzle.  If you were to merge them
together, they would fit almost perfectly.  What an astonishing
discovery!  He published his theory in 1912, backing it up with
fossil records and rock types supporting his theory that these
masses of land were once part of a single continent (Pangaea).
 
However, almost all scientists and scientific institutions at that
time ridiculed this man, saying that it’s impossible for Earth to be
such a dynamic, moving place.  After all, we don’t feel it moving
beneath our feet, right?!  Although the man presented some
scientific arguments for his theory that seemed to be ‘logical’, his
criticizers came up with other arguments as to why he was wrong,
and those also seemed ‘logical’.
 
For instance, some scientists responded to the matching fossils
found in two separated continents by insisting that at some
previous point in time, there had been some kind of ‘bridges’ (land
masses) that united these continents, and this is why we can
observe the same specimen on two separated continents.  Their
conclusion was based on an attempt to ‘reason’ their strongly-held
notion that continents can not possibly drift.





Although science played a definitive role in
settling this dispute after many years, the
‘reasoning’ of both parties at that time was
both correct and incorrect.
 
You see, while both parties presented some
scientific evidence for what they were
arguing for, many people could not accept
such a ‘crazy’ idea that the Earth’s surface is
moving and, since this seemed to be very
‘illogical’ for so many of them, they resisted
the idea and did not conduct further
investigations.  It took more than 50 years
for the theory to be properly investigated,
confirmed and accepted, all because it
didn’t make sense for some.
 
One question we might ask is why no one
seemed to recognize what this
meteorologist saw?  Why had no one
‘reasoned’ the same idea?  Well, others
actually had noticed the same thing,
hundreds of years before him, and he later
recognized that he was inspired by some of
these people.  However his ‘reasoning’ was
not entirely scientifically sound as he
deduced that the ‘continental drift’ was due
to the gravitational pull of the Moon and the
Sun, a model that had no basis in science,
but made sense for him.
 
So what influenced those before him?  Who
knows, but one thing is certain: these ideas
do not come from thin air.  They emerge
from a soup of other ideas, experiences or
experiments.  As an example, the people
before the meteorologist argued that the
continental drifts were due to earthquakes
or floods.  They didn’t know about ‘gravity’
to ‘reason’ that out; they only ‘reasoned’ an
explanation from what they knew.(source)

Fossil remains of
Cynognathus, a
Triassic land reptile
approximately 3m
long



Fossil evidence of the
Triassic landreptile
Lystrosaurus

Fossils of the ferm
Glossopteris, found in all of
the southem continents,
show that they were once
hoined

Fossil remains of the
freshwater reptile
Mesosaurus





Aristotle wasn’t stupid, nor did he misuse ‘logic’, but he lived 2,000
years before Darwin and was not exposed to all that Darwin was
exposed to.
 
Darwin was influenced by geological works conducted by other
scientists at that time who determined that the Earth is millions of
years old, and that ‘structures’ of the Earth, like mountains or
certain rocks, formed over that long period of time.  That made
Darwin think about how small changes, over millions of years, can
create very complex structures.
 
That, plus many other theories about fossils and the animals Darwin
directly studied, helped make Darwin’s ‘logic’ more knowledgeable.

Over the hundreds of thousands of years since
humans emerged, that meteorologist, Aristotle,

Darwin, and all other people with ideas have done
their best, at their time, and only the ‘logics’ that
were further proven to be more valid through

careful scientific experiments, remained as facts.



What we think of today as being ‘logical’ may
be completely shattered by tomorrow’s
discoveries.  For instance, if we drop a feather
and a bowling ball from the same distance, we
expect that the bowling ball will reach the
ground first.  But that is not true if you drop
them in a vacuum(watch).
 
We think of ourselves as ‘solid’ matter, but
trillions of small particles pass through our
bodies all the time, as if we’re not even there.
 
We even think that we ‘touch’ things and other
people; that we make contact with them when
we, say, touch their hands.
 
Wrong!  There is no such thing as ‘touch’ in the
sense that we are used to thinking about it.
Instead, electrons in our hand are repelled by
electrons in the other person’s hand, and the
only thing we ‘feel’ is the pressure this
induces on our nervous system.  In other
words, even when holding hands, the atoms of
our hand never actually touch theirs.



The more we discover about this world, the more
our older ‘logic’ goes out of the window and new

‘logic’ comes into play.



Perhaps the most notorious fallacy of ‘reasoning’ are the many
religions out there and their teachings.  Many of their claims, such as
the Earth being only 6,000 years old, or that there was a massive flood
that covered the entire world, or that one guy was able to collect two
of every species on Earth in one big wooden boat that he built to save
them from the flood, are all completely inaccurate from today's
scientific perspective, even ridiculous, ‘illogical’ or ‘irrational’ for even
the most un-scientific minds out there.
 
However, there are still people who believe some of these stories, and
this is one of the most important aspects of this article; to understand
that we humans do not have any inbuilt mechanism within our brains
to recognize what is more, or less, relevant.  We have no mechanism of
‘logic and reason’, and can only project whatever we were or are
exposed to in our culture.



This is why, no matter how many ‘scientifically confirmed facts’ you
show to a deeply religious person, he or she may not be able to digest
it in a way that you think they might.
 
Consider the Universe, with all of its galaxies, stars and planets.  It is
likely just as much a fact for you that our Universe was not made by
any entity, as it is a fact for them that the Universe was made by such
an entity - same facts, different ‘reasoning’.
 
There are scientists that accept evolution and continue to produce
further discoveries fully supporting this theory, but somehow also
believe that the world is 6,000 years old or other disjointed notions
that are completely non-factual.



Here’s a story that showcases not only how some people
can be blind where others see, but also how it is possible
to open their eyes and help them see what they didn't
understand before.
 
Recently in a village in Kenya, “people shit everywhere”
(quoting them from the documentary) :).  On a more serious
note, people frequently die there from diarrhea and other
diseases.  So how are the two related?  People from that
village were not even asking that question, as they weren’t
able to see any connection between ‘shitting everywhere’ and
the perpetuation of diseases.
 
A group of ‘more knowledgeable’ people went there in an
attempt to explain the causation of the diseases.  What they
first realized is that the people do not have toilets.  They asked
why and were told by the villagers that it brings bad luck to
‘shit’ in the same place.  You can even get cursed if you do
that, they argued.  They also claimed that the diseases are the
result of witchcraft.  Keep in mind that these were serious
grown-ups, ‘reasoning’ here.



There is a river on one side of the
village, but it would be difficult for
some of us to tell whether it was a river
or a pile of garbage drifting apart.
That’s how much garbage was in that
river.  People used the river to pee or
‘shit’, and to dispose of their garbage,
but they seem to have no problem
drinking water from the same river.
 
The group trying to help these villagers
explained to them how contaminating
the water and defecating in the open
fields spread the diseases they are
suffering from, and how those diseases
kill many of their own people.  But the
villagers were confused and did not see
the connection.



Let’s pause here, as I have two interesting ‘stories’ in regards to this.
 
In some experiments around the world, children have been ‘tested’ to
see how they react when given a drink with a bug in it.  Younger
children, somewhere below the age 4, typically took the bug out of the
drink and then drank the soda.  They made no connection that the bug
may have ‘contaminated’ their drink.  However, most children older than
4 immediately refused the soda, saying things like “it was touched by
the bug”.
 
Researchers said that this may be due to their upbringing, where parents
teach them to never eat something off of the ground.  This holds true
when we look at poor tribes (countries) around the world, where people
may not see any problem in what they eat or where the food is coming
from.  For instance, if you were to become poor and homeless, you
might become very accustomed to eating from garbage bins without
feeling grossed.



The second story is about me.  I’ve had this ‘mental disease’, for as long
as I can remember, that I do not like to drink or eat something that
someone else has already started to consume.  For me, it’s gross to drink
from the same glass as anyone else, or to eat food from the same plate.  I
have no real explanation as to why I ended up like this, but I am the only
one I know from my own anturage that feels this way.
 
When I was in school, I was asked how I could think of that as gross, but
not french kissing a girl.  I said that when I ‘french-kiss’ a girl, I don’t
‘taste’ her tongue or mouth; that it’s a very different situation for me
(mentally), but when I eat, my sensors and my mindset are all focusing
on the taste of the food or drink, and I just can’t enjoy it while thinking
that someone else’s mouth (and saliva :) - bon appetit) has touched that
food or drink.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am sure it may sound weird to many, but when I was discussing the
people in Kenya with a friend and how they see no issue with drinking
from the same river where they dump their garbage, I told him that
maybe they are as ‘blind’ as most people are when they drink from the
same glass or eat from the same bowl as others, or even when they kiss
and share millions of bacteria, at least in the sense that they don’t see
the ‘connection’.





Of course, while the people in Kenya risk diseases, and even
death, by drinking from the contaminated river, it seems to be
caused by the same thing in both examples: people not making
the connection or just not caring enough.  I’m not trying to say
that there’s anything wrong or right with this; I am just trying to
point out something that you might not have ‘reasoned’ before,
similar to those people in Kenya.
 
Like so many others, I don’t make other connections with things
like the fact that we probably take in lots of dead skin cells that
‘lurk’ in the air (this doesn’t pose a gross concern for me) or that
when we sense a bad smell, the particles of that smell (from a
horse’s butt for instance) are already in our nose and mouth and
lungs, which is why we ‘sense’ them.  I know all this but, for
some reason, I can ignore the dead skin cells thing and I will
hold my breath if a horse farts.  And yes, I can drink or eat after
someone else if I really need or want to, but I prefer not to, and I
do not avoid that because I am scared of microbes.
 
So, my ‘reasoning’ is what it is, which is simply a mutation of
different ideas that made their way into my head, just as
someone else's ‘reason’ as to why they don’t have a problem
with eating or drinking after other people, or from a
contaminated river.  We are all right, and wrong, as well as
neither of those.  It is what it is.



Back to Kenya, the leader of the organization thought of a different approach
to explain to them why they were getting sick.  He took the people and
organized them in a circle.  He asked “where do you shit?”, and shamefully
smiling people began pointing in all directions.  He then said “take me to any
such place”.
 
They went into the fields where the leader found a pile of ‘fresh’ poop.  He
scooped it onto a plate, went back to the village and brought the people
back into a circle formation again.  In the middle of the circle was the ‘shit’.
He put a piece of fresh bread besides the ‘shit’, and then touched the shit
with a wooden stick and mixed it into the water in a fresh new water bottle.
 
The crowd was confused and grossed by all of this.
 
Then the leader said “Who wants to eat the bread now?”  No one responded.
He tried to pass the bottle of water to one of the circle-members, saying
“Here.  It’s very hot out, so drink!”  The person refused.  “What is the
problem?” he said.  The village people said that the poop is mixed with the
water now, and that flies touch the ‘shit’ and then touch the bread.
 
“Aha!” the leader said, “You see now that you eat shit?”
“Bad stuff from your ‘shit’ gets into your food and water, and this is why you
get sick.  You shit in the fields, so flies touch your shit and then come into
your homes and touch the food you eat, and the river’s water has shit in it.  If
you want to not eat shit anymore, help me build some toilets!”
 
The next day they started to build toilets.



The moral of the story is that there is no ‘one way’
to explain something to someone.  There is no

‘universal logic’ out there, if you thought such a
thing.



Let me show you more
what ‘logic’ looks like
within different cultures:
 
In the early years of cinema,
some people went to a
remote tribe and asked all of
the tribe members to come
and see a movie on a big
screen.  The ‘modern tribals’,
the ones that visited the
‘primitive’ ones, selected the
most well-made, well-known,
well-acclaimed movie of the
era, and projected it on a big
wall for all the ‘primitives’ to
see.
 
After the movie ended, the
‘moderns’ asked the tribe
members what they thought
of it.  They said that if they
have such a big screen, why
they don’t show men from
head to toe?  Why show only
a man’s face or feet?  Didn’t
they fit the screen?  That was
their reaction.  They couldn’t
have had any opinions in
regards to acting, shooting,
movie producing and such.
Those are things you learn
about, and the way you
quantify them is also learned,
which is why the ‘primitives’
could not understand what
the ‘moderns’ were trying to
show to them.
 



Another experiment was done with a different
‘primitive’ tribe, when a group of ‘modern-tribals’
showed them this photo

and asked them to say which animal the hunter is
pointing the spear at.  They said the elephant.
Does that seem counter-intuitive to you?



WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THESE TWO PHOTOS? 

Awesome, right?  Confused, perhaps?  You might say they are low
quality… couldn’t they use a better camera?  Can you tell what is closer
in the photo or what is actually in these photos?  I bet not many can,
you ‘primitive’ bastards!  :)

http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/2013/may/23/quantum-microscope-peers-into-the-hydrogen-atom
http://news.sciencemag.org/space/2013/10/scienceshot-universes-farthest-galaxy-%E2%80%A6-so-far


The first one is a ‘photo’ of a hydrogen atom’s structure; a sample
of the tiny atomic structures that form everything from chocolate
to mountains, you, socks, water, clothes, or galaxies.  These
incredibly tiny structures were unknown just 100 years ago, but
now we have ‘photos’ of them.
 
The other photo is the farthest (i.e. oldest) galaxy ever
photographed.  It is 13.1 billion light year away, which means we
see it as it was 13.1 billion years ago, so more than likely, it does
not exist anymore.  The two photos then represent the closest
structures we can ‘photograph’ as well as the farthest ones.  Are
you impressed now?  Can you see the connection with the
‘primitives’ now?
 
You can’t tell much about the structures in these photos because
you are not a photoionization microscopy researcher or
astrophysicist, or at least someone with a lot of real knowledge
about these things, so you don’t know enough to judge, just as
those ‘primitives’ were unable to judge 3D depth images.  They
were never exposed to them before, so they couldn’t ‘reason’
through it, as many ‘moderns’ are unable to ‘reason’ their way
through the photos I just showed you.
 
Just as those ‘moderns’ thought that it should be ‘logical’ that the
‘primitives’ would be impressed by such a ‘good’ movie, in the
same way an astronomer (or any kind of scientist) might think it
‘logical’ that showing us photos of galaxies and atoms will make
us feel in awe and appreciate them.  All of them project what is
‘logical’, but it is only ‘logical’ from their own perspective.



One time I tested the ‘reason’ thing by telling my
mother that a star fell onto Mexico, following a
‘shooting star’ event, killing more than 1,000
people.  She said she didn’t believe me.  When I
asked why not, she said that she had just watched
the news and there was nothing about that… :)
 
For those of you who know even a little bit about
stars and meteorites, the story is wildly stupid.  But
my mother knew nothing about stars or meteorites,
so she could not ‘rationalize’ that.
 
I’ve overheard other ‘modern’ tribals wondering
aloud if the clouds are higher than the stars, or the
other way around.  These are not stupid people;
they just don’t know enough about the world.





EVEN THE EXPERTS FAIL AT THEIR OWN GAME:

In the documentary Battle of The Brains, a scientist was challenged to
pull a cork out of an empty wine glass bottle.  He struggled a lot but
was unable to figure it out a way to pull it out.  I watched his attempts
with a smile on my face, because I had seen the ‘trick’ before, but he
could not ‘reason’ a way to pull it out, despite being a scientist.
 
I once saw a ‘religion vs science’ debate video with Richard Dawkins,
who is also a scientist and a symbol of ‘skepticism’ to many.  In that
video, he was asking the opponent as to why he didn’t teach his
children any other religion than the muslim faith.  The opponent
replied by asking Dawkins why he didn’t teach his children any other
language than English.
 
That shows that even if so called ‘skeptics’ are very knowledgeable in
certain aspects of society or scientific domains, they may be
completely oblivious when it comes to other things. 



Do you think Dawkins is ‘skeptical’
about how the monetary system
works?
 
Do you think he has ever asked
himself why he has taught a certain
language to his children when there
are so many others out there, and
why there are so many countries, or
even questioned what a country is?
 
Maybe he did, but for sure he is just
as completely ignorant about many
things as any of us.



Optical illusions and magic tricks are some of the most entertaining
ways to recognize that our ‘skeptic’ skills, or ‘logical’ ideals, should
be subjected to some serious questioning.
 
One of the most famous optical illusions is the Müller-Lyer illusion.  Take
a look at these lines and and try to tell which one is longer.  Got it?

In reality, all of the lines are equal, yet our mind is easily fooled to think
that one may be longer because of the different directions of arrows at
the end of both sides of each line.



Jacque Fresco often mentions one has to “learn to see”.  If people had
training in perspective drawing, they would more readily see that these
lines are all the same length.
 
As a side note, this experiment was done in several other parts of the
world and the effect was not the same at all, thus implying that there may
be a cultural influence that allows such optical illusions.(source)

So, we can be tricked by all sorts of brain-failures: from what we see, what
we hear or, in general, how we directly sense the world around us, simply
because we are processing all of that with our brains, and our brains,
profoundly shaped by culture, can be easily fooled.  This contributes to
our ‘inability to reason’ even more.



A few months ago, someone sent me a magic
trick video that she was quite ‘moved’ by.  She
told me that she was amazed at how the guy in
the video guesses any card that’s picked.  The
video went viral as far as I know.  I saw the
video, I picked a card, and guess what...the guy
in the video guessed the card I chose.  This is
the video, watch it and see if you can figure out
how he does it:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Since I’ve seen many similar magic tricks
before, I know how they are done, and my
understanding of the internet may go well
beyond the average internet user, I deduced
the following:
 

1. The ‘magic’ always happens in a simple
way, during a moment that you’re not paying
attention, and (of course) there is no way for
someone to know what you are thinking about
(it’s just a show).
 
2. It is a video, so it must be the same video

each time you play it.  Therefore, nothing can
change about it, even though it seems that the
guy guesses any card you pick every time you
replay the video.  So I deduced that it doesn’t
matter what card you pick, he will guess it.
 
Therefore, the ‘magic’ was never in your

hands, but in his (like most magic tricks).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXf-m_vBykc


Just to test my theory, I played
the video again and chose two
cards this time.  I realized that
the guy changes all the cards, not
just one, and thus any card you
pick won't be in the second
‘reveal’, thus ‘guessing’ any card
you pick.  I ‘reasoned’ through all
of this in less than a minute, but I
saw many people commenting
on the video and posting on
facebook that they were
completely ‘mind-blown’ by the
trick, not connecting the ‘right’
dots.
 
The person who showed me the
video was very impressed that I
was able to figure out the trick so
fast, but the only reason I could
do that was because, as I said, I
had some prior knowledge about
that particular subject.



However, even if you’re knowledgeable
about a particular subject like magic
tricks, it’s often not enough.  Penn and
Teller are two very well known
‘magicians’ who invent all sorts of
magic tricks that fool millions of people
around the world.
 
They are very knowledgeable in this
area, but in their show “Fool Us”, where
they challenge other magicians to ‘trick’
them, there are plenty of people who
manage to do so.
 
Here is one such example (quite
entertaining and interesting):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRpz0zuAGVs




James Randi is another ‘magician’, even more well-known than
Penn and Teller, and actually served as an inspiration for Penn
and Teller.  Randi was more than an entertainer during his
career, as he spent a vast majority of his life debunking all sorts
of pseudo science: fortune tellers, mind-readers, and so on.  In
one instance, he secretly brought together two magicians and
had them pose as ‘psychics’ in part of a real months-long
scientific experiment meant to debunk psychic abilities.  In
demonstrating their ‘paranormal’ abilities, they managed to
completely fool the scientists and their rigorous experiments,
proving once again that no matter how ‘skeptical’ you are, you
can be fooled.  Randi’s career and the experiments he did are
presented in detail in a 2014 documentary called An Honest
Liar.
 
One very well-known ‘psychic’ that Randi had to deal with
many times in his career was Uri Geller.  Uri was claiming to
have supernatural powers, and made a fortune out of this.
Randi debunked Uri many times, but what is even more
interesting is that this did not affected Uri’s career at all, as he
continued to attract more and more followers and make more
and more money.  One thing that Uri said in the “An Honest
Liar” documentary really stood out.  He said that no matter how
many psychics Randi debunked, the psychics are thriving.  And
he’s right.
 
This has a lot to do with the monetary system, which reinforces
psychics to strive to become popular, since that means more
money for them.  Their becoming popular then influences even
more people to unwittingly believe in such things.  Not only
that, but as we covered in previous articles, people need to
work most of their lives in the monetary system, so they do not
have the time to get properly informed, and the information
that is fed to people is often of poor quality due to financial
limitations in research or media distribution, or because many
media outlets are more simply focused on presenting whatever
‘sells’ best, often misinforming people.  This relationship of
money and pseudoscience gives birth to ignorant people.





Ok, so if everyone extracts
different meanings from the
same data, and there is no
universal way of finding
common ground, then how
can this chaos be managed?
 
Here is my, hopefully,
‘educated’ ‘reasoning’:
 
From tribes to magicians,
scientists and ‘professional
skeptics’, optical illusions or
monetary influence, I think
we can draw a more realistic
picture of what ‘reason and
logic’ may mean, and that is:
the world is very complex
and the only way to
understand it is to first learn
as much about it as possible,
and from many different
domains through the lenses
of science; to base your
judgements on scientific
facts as much as possible;
and to question your own
way of thinking, as well.
 
It’s also very important to
clearly and readily recognize
that the way you see the
world, no matter how much
of your judgement is based
on science, is uniquely
yours, and people will
understand or
misunderstand what you are
trying to say to them through
their own unique brain.



Therefore, since there is no one way
to try to get your message across,
you have to do your best to first
understand the people you are
talking to, and how they see the
world.  Remember the ‘shit’
example. ;)
 
Whenever you try to superimpose
some kind of ‘social’ rule by saying
“let’s be rational”, or ”let’s use logic”
or “let’s work through this
skeptically”, you should now better
understand that there is no real rule
there.  Instead, you are merely
asking people to follow your own
personal set of steps, which they
may or may not understand or be
able to follow, no matter how much
it might make sense to ‘your’ brain.
 
Therefore, education is the solution,
education about other cultures,
about human behavior, about the
fallacies and limitations of our
brains, about a general
understanding of the world we live
in.



I have to remind everyone that this is different from “the scientific
method”, which is rigorous, complex and universal, and we will create
a series of articles explaining that complex subject in the near future.
This article is referring strictly to how notions like ‘reason’ and ‘logic’
are used and interpreted within today’s society.  In fact, there is no
contradiction regarding climate change, or even religion, when it
comes to science.
 
There are many scientific studies that directly and thoroughly
address the factors of climate change, and many scientific studies
that are very exact in dissecting religion from a historical perspective,
as well as from the behavioural perspective.  And that goes for any
subject that is analyzed carefully by groups of scientists over long
periods of time - there is always a scientific understanding, no matter
how weak or strong it may be at any given moment about any
particular subject.
 
This is why ‘reason’ and ‘logic’ are only attempts to simulate science
at societal and personal levels, and this is why we do not see projects
like TVP being tested, or at least discussed at a high level, because
people are instead trying to ‘reason’ a way to organize society in their
own ‘image’, rather than applying a science-based systems approach

The thing is, even if they try to 'science' a way to
TVP, being trapped in a monetary-based system

that is prone to severe corruption, financial
limitations

and cultural filtering, the 'science' would be biased,
limited and, therefore, unscientific.  They need to put
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An experimenter put 5 monkeys in a large cage. 

TO CONCLUDE THIS ARTICLE, I WANT TO SHOW YOU AN
EXPERIMENT THAT, FOR ME, BEST DESCRIBES ‘REASON’ 

AND ‘LOGIC’:

 High up at the top of the cage, well beyond the reach of the
monkeys, is a bunch of bananas.  Underneath the bananas is a
ladder.  The monkeys immediately spot the bananas and one

begins to climb the ladder.



As he does, however, the experimenter sprays him with a

stream of cold water.  Then, he proceeds to spray each of the

other monkeys.  The monkey on the ladder scrambles off and

all 5 of them sit for a time on the floor - wet, cold, and

bewildered.

Soon, though, the temptation of the bananas is too great and

another monkey begins to climb the ladder. 



Again, the experimenter sprays the ambitious monkey withcold water, and all the other monkeys as well.

When a third monkey tries to climb the ladder, the othermonkeys, wanting to avoid the cold spray, pull him off theladder and beat him.



With that behavior now established, one monkey is removedfrom the cage and a new monkey is introduced.

Spotting the bananas, the new one naively begins to climbthe ladder.  The other monkeys pull him off and beat him.



Here’s where it gets interesting.  The experimenter removes

another original monkey from the cage and replaces him with

a new monkey.  Again, the new monkey begins to climb the

ladder and, again, the other monkeys pull him off and beat

him – including the monkey who had never been sprayed.

The monkey replacement process continued until none of the

original monkeys were left and, by the end of the experiment,

despite none of them having ever experienced the cold, wet

spray, they had all learned to never try to go for the bananas,

and to prevent anyone else from trying.



This perfectly illustrates that whatever we do, we do it because we learn
to do it, and whatever we think, it’s just part of a soup of information that
we have been exposed to.  There is about as much ‘reason’ and ‘logic’ in
our everyday actions as there is in my dreams :)
 
In thinking that you are ‘skeptical’, you are not ‘skeptical’ enough, and
thinking that something can be universally ‘logical’, is ‘irrational’, at
best.  :)
 

 

As Jacque Fresco often states: All is
conditioning. We cannot think or reason

beyond our culture and experience.



by Adam

HAVE YOU EVERHAVE YOU EVER
BEEN TO VENUS?BEEN TO VENUS?

http://www.thebluedotpost.com/




Have You Ever Been to Venus?
 
There are many organizations that have a well-intended vision to
address a specific social problem.  Maybe they protect animal
welfare or bring clean water to those who need it.  Whatever it
may be, they make a difference in someone else's life.  However,
they are alleviating symptoms, and at some point you have to
begin to wonder what the root causes or triggers are of each
problem.  If you don't address the triggers of the problem, it will
continue as a recurring problem while we try to minimize the
damage.  This is like having a boat with a hole in it.  As it fills with
water, you figure out how to remove the water so you stay afloat.
However, that's only a temporary fix because you never repaired
the hole in the boat.  Until you do that, you’ll have a recurring
problem.
 
I first learned about The Venus Project a few years ago when I
watched "Future by Design".  I'm always interested in hearing
about new ideas and approach things with an open mind, so I
found this film fascinating.  It led me to look into social engineer
and futurist Jacque Fresco's work to learn more.  There is a lot of
information on the internet today and you really have to question
everything.  So I approached this no differently than anything
else; with skepticism.  All of the thoughts about it being a utopia
or unrealistic initially flooded my mind, because the ideas are
very big and different than anything done before.
 
With some time and willingness to look into the material, I
learned that Jacque is quite unique.  He's very driven by his
passion to address humanity's greatest challenges with smart,
feasible solutions.  Being self-taught, he’s tackled the topics of his
choice, studying human behavior and engineering for over 70
years now.  When approaching his design work, he makes
decisions based on science with the aim of enhancing human life
and protecting the environment.  His buildings are not developed
based on style or looks.  Everything is done to optimize design for
human experience, individual needs, and minimized impact to the
surrounding habitat.  



Jacque was invited to talk about architectural designs and what
we know today as the "Resource Based Economy", with Larry King
in 1974 .  The discussion in that interview has become more
relevant everyday since then.  Jacque would likely have been
invited back on the show, but was unable to promise not to
mention certain corporations.
 
This organization not only recognizes the root causes, or
"triggers", of our greatest challenges today, but it offers feasible
real solutions to address them.  This made sense to me and was a
refreshing change.  The ideas are big and bold, yes, however you
have to remember that nothing great comes from thinking within
boundaries.  Great discoveries are uncovered by those who think
without boundaries.  This is exactly what we need today.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PN6puH9DYnQ


After doing a lot of research about The Venus Project, I learned that these
are good people with good intentions and real solutions.  I volunteered to
work with the group handling marketing and graphic design for about a
year and now stay in touch with everyone, helping out as much as possible.
 
I was eager to make a trip to Venus Florida to meet Roxanne Meadows and
Jacque and finally see the model homes personally.  Roxanne has been
working with Jacque for more than 30 years now, dedicating her life to this
project, as she believes it is the only solution available that makes sense
today.  Working with her has always been a pleasure for me.



This past July, I finally jumped on a plane and flew to Florida.  It's always
exciting to meet someone that you've been working with and talking with
digitally but never met in person.  After a night of takeout pizza and soda at
the Ramada Inn down the road, I hopped in the car and made my way over
to the property.
 
I was really excited about the whole event.  Jacque is 98 years old now and
still gives lectures every Saturday.  He has dedicated his life to educating
people and sharing what he has learned through extensive research.  After
you listen to Jacque talk, you walk away with a new perspective on life.  It’s
invigorating.



You enter the property through a gate that says "The
Venus Project", and drive down a long dirt driveway with
heavy fauna and trees along each side.  The property they
are on was once a plain tomato patch, which is hard to
believe once you see how full of jungle-like landscapes,
ponds, and intelligently designed model houses it is.
 
I pulled up, parked and was greeted by 2 physicians, an
aspiring organic farmer, and another married couple.  All
were there for the same reasons, which made for great
conversation.
 





The tour started in the main building, where I met Roxanne ‘in person’ for
the first time.  It was great to finally meet her.  Jacque was sitting on the
couch with a camera pointed at him to record the discussion.
 
About a dozen people were mingling and waiting for the discussion to start.
Jacque dove right in and started telling stories that get you thinking about
how things work and why people do the things they do.  People can ask
questions at any time and are encouraged to press Jacque if he doesn't
provide a complete enough answer.



Together, Jacque and Roxanne have travelled the world, giving talks in
places like Princeton NJ, Sweden, University of London, or even Nichols
College, which leads me to one of my favorite talks.
 
There wasn’t a big crowd or anything fancy, but the discussion at Nichols
College was very thought-provoking and the Q&A was very strong.
 

WATCH THE TALK HERE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fb_bTUJp39o


After a couple hours of talking with Jacque in the main
building, the group was taken around the rest of the property.
Roxanne provided ongoing insights into Jacques work, the
challenges he has faced with industry and the many amazing
inventions he's developed.  His resume is nothing to sneeze at.



Scattered around the property, eleven full-scale working model
buildings are tucked away in lush greenery similar to a jungle setting.
They were all fascinating and had a story either about it's design or
the models that fill them; endless models and design concepts, each
one having their own story.  There were other stories as well, like the
time Jacque got his arm caught in a crocodile’s mouth.  He punched it
between the eyes and luckily got his arm back!
 
Once we finished the walk around the property, Jacque held another
discussion for a couple more hours, including telling his story of the
immaculate pig, in all the detail I always wanted to hear; the story
about how he dissolved the Ku Klux Klan; how beauty is relative to
culture; and about the time he knocked on Einstein's door, eager to
discuss the future.  So finally, I got to ask questions direct to Jacque.
When learning about such interesting solutions and ideas that have
never been done before, you can't help but challenge things that are
unclear and want to ask questions.
 
Of course, answers are all over the internet in Jacque's talks, but it
was very cool to meet the brilliant mind behind it all and get direct
feedback.  Even at 98 years old, he's still got it.
 
These are great people who have their hearts in the right place.  Have
an open mind and allow yourself to think without boundaries.  That's
the only way we can, and have ever, changed the world.



CONSUMING
A YEAR

by Tio

http://tiotrom.com/


CONSUMING
A YEAR

by Tio
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When I was 12 or so, I started to realize something very weird
about the world: it repeats itself year after year.  I realized that
each year is almost identical to the year before it, and will be
basically identical to the year that follows it.
 
The same things happen: school, work, weekends, holidays,
new year, Christmas, Easter, birthdays, halloween, and so on,
all on a repeating loop year after year after year.  The same
structures, same traditions, same kind of life occurs at all
stages.  Indeed, if I watch my parents life closely enough, I will
probably know how mine will look over the next 30-40 years.
 
I started to question this deeper, as it seemed so dull to me to
do the same things every year.  I started to ask: what is a ‘year’,
what are ‘days’ and ‘holidays’, what is ‘school’ or ‘work’.  Even
more to the point, why is it that no one seems to be overly
bothered by all of the mind-numbing repetition, or at least
wondering about it out loud?



The more I learned about the world, the
more I realized that underneath all of the
yearly ‘spectacle’ lurks a hidden, yet not
mysterious, ‘secret’, that not only supports
this repetitious state, but perpetuates and
demands it, and may even have invented
certain aspects of it.  I am talking about the
‘monetary system’ game itself.
 
As I will try to show you, the way we ‘dance’
through all of our lives is almost completely
shaped by the monetary system /
consumerism.  It is something that many do
not even question, but once you do that,
you will find a striking pattern.

SHALL WE BEGIN?



We all seem to agree that this is 2014, somewhere in
December by the time of this article’s publication.  But what
are these date-based concepts accounting for?

FIRST, WHAT IS A YEAR, A DAY, A
MINUTE AND A SECOND

If we analyze fossils,
rocks, or the overall
world around us, with
scientific precision, we
will see that the
universe came into
existence some 13.8
billion years ago.

Earth formed around
4.6 billion years ago

Complex life around
500 million years ago



Anatomically modern
humans around 200
thousand years ago.
 
 
50-30 thousand years
ago, humans migrated to
the Americas, Australia,
Asia, and other parts of
the world.

Just pause for a moment
and think about the fact
that today there are
around 1 billion people in
North and South America,
a place where there were
no humans just a
relatively short 30
thousands years ago.
 
Quite interesting.





11 thousand or so years ago, the first complex societies started to develop.
From that point on, humans have tried to make sense of the world more
seriously, mainly for their own benefit.  In order for them to have control over
their lives, they first had to understand how the environment works.  They
noticed some patterns in the weather and the sky.  Tracking the Moon, stars
and some planets (that they also thought to be stars at that time), they could
begin to predict the weather.  That has proven to be a major advantage.  Think
about the fact that they could now establish a far better agricultural system
and better prepare for the times to come.
 
This entire ‘obsession’ with tracking time has turned into the days, months,
years and clocks that most of us still ‘respect’ to this day.
 
To delve into how calendars came into existence is quite a challenge, and you
can read the entire history here to see the many ways humans thought of
counting the days and making sense of different patterns in nature.  However,
it seems that when there was no internet connection, as it was for those living
8,000 years ago, this was not that hard.  I will briefly mention though that at
various times there were 10 months to a year, or 5 - 10 days to a week, or no
weeks at all.  They were all ‘invented’ by observing the celestial bodies and
fine tuned over millennia, sometimes to fit a religious ‘agenda’ or just a
societal acceptance, or just to be practical enough to be able to help predict
the future.



An interesting thing happened around
1500 years ago when someone
decided to ‘reset’ time to start with the
birth of Christ, a very well-known
figure that had influenced many
religions at that time.
 
Basically, if we look at today's year, it
tells us that Christ was born 2014
years ago, and this is how we (or the
vast majority of us) came to use this
notation today.  So, we say this is the
year 2014, and is also why some have
found themselves confused with AD
or BC extended notations.
 
BC simply means ‘Before Christ’, as a
reference to the years before this
figure was born (including the time of
the dinosaurs and single cell
organisms, as well :) ), while AD stands
for “Anno Domini”, a Latin phrase
meaning “in the year of our Lord”,
referring to the year of Christ’s
birth.(source)



These are religious marks that have
remained with us to the present,
although using such notations
shamefully hides the immensity and
importance of the billions of years in
which trillions of trillions of stars have
fusion-ignited, planets have formed
and life has evolved.
 
If we were to take one truly important
moment to start our notation of years
for human societies, I suggest it should
be either 3.6 billion (around the time
when Earth’s first living cells came into
existence), or maybe the moment
humans begin wandering from Africa
toward other parts of the world, the
event that has led to the societies and
the development we see today.
 
In any case, I think there are far more
important moments to mark the year
notation and give it a truly scientific
importance.



As silly as this might sound to you, years, months, weeks, days, etc. are just
human inventions that only some people consider ‘normal’ and, although
useful for certain scientific domains and certain periods of time, may no
longer be as meaningful or useful as it used to be.
 
But first, what is a day?
 
From a scientific perspective, it’s nothing exact.  While Earth spins around
its own axis and orbits around its closest star (the Sun), various
wavelengths of light from the star reach our planet.  Since Earth has a
spherical shape, only about one half of the planet is inundated with
different wavelengths of light from the Sun, while at the same time, the
other half is only slightly inundated by wavelengths from other stars and
planets further away.
 
A small band of these wavelengths are detectable by our eyes (visible
light).  We ‘see’ because some of this visible light reflects off of
mountains, flowers, walls, other people, etc., and enters our eyes.  We call
this ‘daytime’.



On the dark side of Earth (what we call ‘nighttime’), we see much less
clearly, since the light from other stars is much weaker due to the light
sources (stars) on that side of the planet being many light years away.
When there is a full moon, however, more ‘Sun’ light reflects off of the
Moon and back to the dark side of Earth, allowing us to see much better.
 
If our eyes were able to detect other wavelengths, day and night might not
be any different to us, or the difference would be much less detectable, or
different in a completely new way.  This is one of the reasons why the
notion of a ‘day’ is mostly a human concept that relies on some imprecise
patterns in reality (Earth’s rotation around its axis and its orbit around the
Sun are not that exact).
 
Since these patterns (day-night) are based directly on the light we are able
to see, it’s important to recognize that they are made important only
because we ‘inject’ importance into them.  There are many other patterns in
nature that we do not use (magnetic fields, climate variance, star positions,
sun spots, etc.), either because we just ‘do not use them’ (simple as that), or
because they may not be useful for our perceived needs in today’s society
and/or for us as individuals, perhaps because they are not as easily
detectable for us, or not ‘regular’ enough.



A year is an imperfect orbit of Earth around the Sun, and a day is an
imperfect rotation of Earth around its own axis.  Both can be very
useful in certain domains, however the way we interpret them at a
societal level may be far too obsessive.
 
A ‘day’ is also broken up into hours, minutes, seconds, and even
smaller units, tick-tocking regular motions within a certain popular
mechanism.  These units have been ‘perfected’ to keep the ‘tick-tock’
less influenced upon by external factors such as movement, pressure,
and gravity.
 
Until 4,000 years ago, people did not have any notion of minutes or
hours.  Can you imagine that?  Are you able to imagine going through
a day without its smaller divisions (hours, minutes and seconds)?
Interesting…



A very simple method was used to divide the day into smaller parts.
They basically put a stick in the ground and calculated how the
shadow casted by the stick moved at daytime.
 
At one point, they decided to divide a day into 12 equal parts.  This
division reflected Egypt's use of the duodecimal system, where the
importance of the number 12 is typically attributed either to the fact
that it equals the number of lunar cycles in a year, or the number of
finger joints on each hand (three in each of the four fingers, excluding
the thumb), making it possible to count to 12 with the thumb.
 
Since they didn’t have artificial light readily available, they regarded
night as completely separate from day, and the length of their day’s
hours were different from one weather period to another (summer
hours were made longer than winter).  At one point they started to
measure time in the nighttime using stars, and it just happened to be
that they used 12 stars to mark this.
 
So, 12 divisions for the day, plus 12 more for the night, provided us
with a 24-hour day.

1
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8 9

10 11 12



For thousands of years, hours did not have the same length.
It’s only recently (600 years ago) that hours were widely
adjusted and accepted to have a fixed length.(source)
 
The 24-hour day became the most adopted system, although there
were other system in use back then that could have been used to
create the global concept of ‘hours’.  However, some of those other
systems were used to develop minutes and seconds.  One such
system was the sexagesimal (base 60) system.  60 is a well-suited
number for dividing time into smaller units.
 
For example, one hour can then be divided evenly into sections of 30
minutes, 20 minutes, 15 minutes, 12 minutes, 10 minutes, 6 minutes,
5 minutes, 4 minutes, 3 minutes, 2 minutes, and 1 minute.  60 is the
smallest number that is divisible by every number from 1 to 6; that is,
it is the lowest common multiple of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.(source)



As mentioned earlier, they had no internet back then (meaning no
facebook), so they could spend time playing with mathematics and
trying to find patterns in nature.
 
Some 2,000 or so years ago, The Greek astronomer Eratosthenes 
created a circle that he had divided into 60 equal parts (60 seems to
be a ‘magical’ number) for various scientific purposes.  Other people
who had adopted his method then further sub-divided them, each
with 60 equal parts for additional uses, referring to them as ‘partes
minutae primae’, which means ‘first parts’.   We now we call them
‘minutes’.
 
Those first parts were further sub-divided into 60 smaller parts called
‘partes minutae secundae’, ‘second parts’, or as we call them today,
‘seconds’.  So you can see where the names came from, as well as the
divisions.  This system was later adopted to divide hours instead of
the initial 60-sectioned circle.



Remember that this was 2,000 years ago when people
could not use ‘hours’ as a fix timescale throughout all
periods of the year.  To add even more to the point, the
concepts of minutes & seconds (inspired by the ‘crazy
circle division’) were not well-adopted until around 400
years ago.
 
Before that, various clock displays only divided hours
into halves, thirds, quarters, and sometimes 12 parts, but
never by 60.
 
In fact, an hour was not commonly understood to be the
duration of 60 minutes.  It was not practical for the
general public to consider minutes until mechanical
clocks that actually displayed minutes first appeared,
some 200-300 years ago.



What is interesting is that we are still using these old notions to keep track
of time and, often, humans have struggled to adapt these old notions to fit
our modern scientific instruments and knowledge.  For instance, in 1967,
the ‘second’ was redefined as the duration of 9,192,631,770 energy
transitions of a cesium atom.  Get that?  Me neither.  Apparently, in order
to keep atomic time (a better tick-tock from nature) in agreement with
astronomical time, ‘leap seconds’ must occasionally be added.  Thus, not
all minutes contain 60 seconds.  Some rare minutes, occurring at a rate of
about eight per decade, actually must contain 61.(source)
 
So, over the past 8,000 years or so, ‘random’ ideas that have mutated
through inspiration, need, mathematical ‘beauty’, or religious and societal
context, have turned into what we now call a year, a month, a week, a day,
an hour, a minute or a second.
 
Understanding the history of these notation is highly important to be able
to properly analyze what they really stand for.



Today, these tick-tock notions seem to have
grown into something completely and utterly
crucial to us all.  We do not control them,
they control us.
 
When we sleep and for how long, when and
how often we eat, when we relax or when we
are productive, are no longer casual,
emergent events, but instead have been
turned into very carefully scheduled ones.
 



It’s true that the ‘tick-tock’ we currently
use has exhibited tremendous power in
predicting future events, even billions or
trillions of years from now, and with
such great accuracy that we can predict
future solar eclipses within a one second
margin of error.
 
But why are we so obsessed with
tracking time for our ‘daily’ lives, and
what is the benefit?



“Eight hours' labour, Eight hours' recreation, Eight hours' rest"
is something that one person with quite a lot of power in society said

some 200 years ago, and his model is still widely adopted today.

HOW MOST PEOPLE SPEND EACH YEAR
(THESE REPRESENT FULL, CONTINUOUS DAYS -- NO TIME OFF --)

122 DAYS SLEEPING

80 DAYS AT WORK

9 DAYS JUST WATCHING COMMERCIALS

5 DAYS CLEANING

12 DAYS COOKING
2 DAYS STUCK IN TRAFFIC

20 DAYS DRIVING

http://news.distractify.com/dark/trivial-facts/astounding-facts-about-how-we-actually-spend-our-time/
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.calendar-12.com%2Fworking_days%2F2014&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNG1Nl_Wmno3yJHugyZ9mU905b0Esw
http://news.distractify.com/dark/trivial-facts/astounding-facts-about-how-we-actually-spend-our-time/
http://news.distractify.com/dark/trivial-facts/astounding-facts-about-how-we-actually-spend-our-time/
http://news.distractify.com/dark/trivial-facts/astounding-facts-about-how-we-actually-spend-our-time/
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9 DAYS JUST WATCHING COMMERCIALS

2 DAYS STUCK IN TRAFFIC

15 DAYS SHOPPING

50 DAYS AT SCHOOL

So, for workers, on average, 256 out of 365 days are fully dedicated to
either sleep, work, cooking, cleaning, shopping or traffic.  For students,
it’s around 200 out of 365 busy days.
 
Again, the above is showing “compressed, fully dedicated time”!  No
breaks!

http://news.distractify.com/dark/trivial-facts/astounding-facts-about-how-we-actually-spend-our-time/
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http://www.centerforpubliceducation.org/Main-Menu/Organizing-a-school/Time-in-school-How-does-the-US-compare


Now think about the fact that these are rough estimates
of how you spend your time each year.  The numbers
can go significantly higher if we also calculate the time
you spend waiting in lines or for buses, extra hours at
school, overtime at your job, waiting for a package or
for your kids to arrive home from school before you can
leave the house, and plenty of other ‘small things’
directly related to the monetary system lifestyle.



Imagine how much of the all of the above would
change if you were not obliged to a job or forced to
attend an educational system that is completely
obsolete; or if the transportation system was
efficient and automated so you can enjoy the ride
rather than fight traffic; or if you didn’t have to spend
so much time shopping, cleaning or cooking (or be
subjected to any obnoxious commercials, ever).



We discussed the educational system in two previous
articles (1, 2) and recommend them for further
understanding, but in short, the typical school schedule is a
pure invention, driven by the culture’s need to create
workers.  I was in school for 15 years and spent a lot of time
doing nothing, not even paying attention to the obsolete
classes.  I would just sit there in the classroom, waiting for
the class to end.  That happened to everyone I know, with
no exceptions.
 
We were punished if we arrived late, and we were not
allowed to leave the classroom early, even if the teacher
had finished the course.   On occasions when the teacher
could not be there, we were still obliged to stay in the
classroom for the full duration (40-50 minutes).

Let’s analyze this more closely now and see how relevant
structures like school or work are, and how 'time' has become

more than a ruler - it has become the rule.



The teachers were also forced to fully present their
curriculum by the clock (as we were forced to listen to it), as
if 40-50 minutes is enough to significantly teach or learn
any kind of subject, including the sports team classes that
lasted the same amount of time.
 
Was there any special ‘reason’ why?  No!  That was the
schedule and we all had to respect it.  If we didn’t, the
consequences would be financial for the teachers and a
plethora of negative impacts on students (lower school
grades, disciplinary measures - things that would create a
backlash and tension / stress for both the student and their
parents, all out of fear that the student might not finish
school or graduate with good grades, jeopardizing his
future workplace (job) and thus endangering his life within
the monetary system).  So, maybe there ‘was’ a special
reason.



Jobs are another must in today’s
world and the amount of time we
spend at a job is not measured by
progress or efficiency, but is a fix
program measured in money.



All of the people I know spend some
amount of time almost every day at their
job doing absolutely nothing; just waiting
for the time to pass by and finish their ‘on-
the-clock duty’.  That is such a loss of
personal time and only happens because
we are ruled by the ruler (time), and money.
If the job says you have to work 8 hours a
day, but you finish your work in 6 hours,
you still have to stay 8 hours.
 
If you do not respect the schedule, there
are severe punishments here, as well.  In
both the school and job examples, the main
punishment is the threat to your monetary
advantage in this system.  If you lose that
‘advantage’, you could lose your life
(nothing to eat, nowhere to stay, health
problems, etc) or otherwise suffer
tremendously.  A job (labor for purchasing
power) is the means through which people
participate in this system.  Without jobs,
there can be no monetary system.



Bus, taxi, subway, and train schedules are synchronized
mostly with these two major ‘musts’ (school and work),
reinforcing the system to remain as it is.  If work or school
hours were to be reduced, transport companies would lose a
substantial amount of money.
 
Even television programs and most store schedules are
designed to fit this system.  If you want to buy something on
a Sunday, you might not find the store open. On a related
note, you can probably find a casino open at 1am, but not a
pharmacy to ‘access’ a needy medicine.  These kinds of
schedules are dictated primarily by money: casinos make
more money at that hour, so they are open. 



Have you ever noticed that the vast majority of movies or
documentaries tend to fall within a specific ‘running time’?
Well, in order to be considered for public broadcasting, they
have to fit a ‘marketed’ theatrical or TV station’s schedule.
These programs are driven by advertising and other profit-
motives, which is why the news, movies, documentaries, etc.,
often have to ‘fill’ time with ‘whatever’ (often nonsense) just
to stretch it out to a certain length.
 
Considering news broadcasts, shouldn’t the actual news that
needs reporting dictate the amount of presentation time?
Why is it other way around today?



Sleeping hours and the division of the day is also completely
reinforced mainly by these two sectors (work and school).  We
may think that is natural to sleep 6-8 hours-a-day and at
nighttime.  Not so fast, monetary system!  Many studies have
been conducted and the conclusion is that there is no
‘normal’ way to sleep.  Some people sleep multiple times a
day for 2-4 hours each; some people prefer daytime sleep, or
a single set time per day but for just 3-4 hours.  In today’s
monetary system controlled world, the all-at-once, 6-8 hours-
a-day sleep pattern is not much of a choice.
 
I’ve always had a very different sleeping pattern from the
‘norm’; going to sleep at 4-5am and waking up at 1-2pm when
I didn’t have school.   When I went to school, my sleeping
pattern caused me a lot of stress and I was forced to adapt,
many times going to school very tired.  Simply put, I was
forced to comply.  From this perspective, if I weren't ‘working’
for TVP Magazine, I would not be able to ‘hold’ a job.  Every
time I’ve had to work (side jobs), I arrived at work so tired that
I wasn’t able to do much work anyway.  I am sure many of you
are also going through this, forced to adapt to your
institution’s schedule (and perhaps not well).



Although some think that we live in modern
tribes and have such a great life, even the

most basic things, like sleep, are dictated by
our ‘smart’ and ‘caring’ society.  Many times,

people have to force themselves to go to
sleep at 10pm, not because they are sleepy,

but only because they have to wake up at 6am
to be ‘on schedule’ the next day.

 
Maybe there would be no such thing as

'tomorrow' if we weren't obliged to wake
up to get to school or work ‘on time’.



WEEKENDS, VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS

These are the breaks from the obligatory
school and work institutionalized
schedules, but even they are carefully
organized and ‘properly shaped’ by the
monetary system.
 
Weekends are often reserved by people
for getting some rest after a week’s-
worth of hard days at work/school, so
even if 2 days are ‘free’ every week,
they might not be so productive for
much more than getting some rest, in
preparation for the week to follow.
 
On a related note, because school/work
has become such a huge focus in their
lives, some people I know have no idea
what to do with their free time on the
weekends.  Believe it or not, they get
stressed over it.  School/work is so
ingrained into their lives that they have
no significant life outside of that.



Weekends are also a time for
shopping; when workers race
out to spend the money they
worked for that past week.  So,
a big part of weekends is also
attributed to shopping.
 
Shopping is a crucial part of
the monetary system, without
which there could be no
monetary system in place.
People must be made to buy
and consume in order to keep
the cycle of money spinning.
 



Vacations are another aspect that have become very
consumer-driven.  People on vacation tend to buy and
use even more stuff.  Perhaps it’s the mental ‘orgasm’
they get from it after long periods of working or
learning 5 days every week.  Of course, this is a huge
opportunity for companies to sell even more stuff.
 
Numerous multi-billion dollar businesses completely
rely on these long breaks, although they are not
really long at all, compared to how much people
are expected to work/study throughout a year.



Many people book summer vacation trips many
months in advance, often ‘hypnotized’ by ‘special
offerings’, while others feel the need to use that
‘break time’ to work supplementary hours to make
more money.
 
Similar things apply for ‘winter’ or similar breaks,
where people try to schedule them to make sure they
‘get the most out of it’, and their schedule is often
influenced by advertising and artificial discounts.



Religious and other types of holidays have been reduced to decorations and
‘holiday sales’ on supermarket shelves and agendas/promotions in most
business marketing campaigns.
 
Valentine’s Day, Christmas, New Years Eve (and day), Thanksgiving Day,
Halloween, Easter, national tribal days, people’s birthdays, anniversaries, and
others have all become more recognized in what is ‘supposed to be’
consumed.  They have become more and more associated with the food that
should be served in great (expensive and wasteful) quantities at these
particular events, or the gifts, decorations, and other objects surrounding the
christmas tree or at someone’s birthday.
 
Months before a new years ‘celebration’, people start talking about the new
location where they will celebrate.  If you live here, you should go there, and
if you live there, you should come here for the celebration.  Weeks before,
people’s primary preoccupation is with what fancy clothes to wear, which
jewelry, how much money to spend and what restaurant to choose, what car
to use to go there and how else to appear ‘better’ and/or look wealthier than
the others who show up there.



Restaurants compete for our business with exotic dishes,
new-age interior designs and ‘the best music in town’, all
wanting to sell as much as possible.
 
Expensive to make and dangerous to handle, ‘out of this
world’ fireworks shows make people look ‘up’ (a rare
activity for most), only to see artificially made colorful
explosions for a few minutes.  A waste of resources?  You
decide.
 
Come one - come all!  The expensive drinks and dresses,
uncomfortable clothes and fake smiles, are not to be
missed.
 
Sure, this does not happen all over the world, but
celebrating such events is definitely influenced in one
way or another by money that gives birth to social
statuses fancified through objects.  Even when it is just
your birthday, you expect the cake and definitely some
presents.
 
Clubs and restaurants rely completely on consumption as
well, and most parties are associated with food and
alcohol in most parts of the world.  Perhaps it’s no
wonder why many people prefer to get themselves
drugged up after a hard week at work or a stressful week
at school...
 
All in all, because we live in a world of forced perpetual
consumption and social stratification based on wealth
and access, many annual events have become
consumption events: from the christmas tree to gifts,
from the more expensive clothes you buy to the alcohol
you consume, all of it is projected by culture as ‘normal’,
just so they can continuously market  their products to
make a buck, with little regards for human concern.  We
are not implying that this is a conspiracy between
companies to force us to spend more.  Much more simply,
it’s just a part of how the monetary system works.



As you probably realize by now, every aspect of your life: when and how
much you sleep, when and how much you have to work or learn, when you
can relax or get some fun, and overall, how you spend most of your life’s
‘time’, is dictated by an uncaring, wasteful, thoughtless system that is based
primarily on perpetual consumption and coercive rules.

If I give you $1440 a day,
more than likely you will
try to spend all of it, day
after day, to maximize
every penny.
 
Well, 1440 is also the
number of minutes you
live in a day.  What if our
time could become the
“currency” that we strive
to spend wisely instead?

We consume every year,
watching the clock and
scrounging for money, all
so we can do it all again the
next year.
 
Now recall the real value of
years, months, weeks, days,
minutes and seconds.  Can
you now see how we have
been ‘trained’ into becoming
so obsessed with these
measures today?  We have
been robotized for profit.



Maybe such future holidays
will be more than a moment to
celebrate.  They could be both
a moment to celebrate, as well
as a moment for all of us to
learn more about the world
and ourselves.
 
More than that, perhaps in
such a humane system, people
will not feel the need to be so
obsessed with tracking ‘the
time’.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Maybe a year, a month, a
week, an hour, a minute,
or a second would not
exist anymore, at least in
the way they run our lives
today.
 
Maybe we will just live,
discover, enjoy, relax, be
creative and explore.

In a Venus Project society, where there would be no trace of the monetary
system’s rules and perceptions, people will become able to value others for
what they are, rather than what they wear.  Perhaps the new ‘holidays’, events
where people gather to celebrate a common purpose, will be when we land
spacecraft on other worlds, when a solar eclipse occurs, and when other
amazing natural events unravel.





By purchasing the book from here, you will also be supporting The Venus Project Research Center in
Florida.  We showcase what a world without money can look like, one that cares for the needs of all
people, but we are still living in a monetary-based world and still have to do all that we do within the
current system’s rules.  We thank you very much for helping us by purchasing the book here.

PURCHASE ITPURCHASE IT

Excerpt from The Best that Money Can’t Buy, by Jacque Fresco

So far, no astronaut arriving back on Earth with
this new social consciousness has proposed to
transcend the world's limitations with a world

where no national boundaries exist.  Each
remains loyal to his/her particular nation-state

and doesn't venture beyond patriotism - my
country, right or wrong - because doing so may

risk their positions.

http://thevenusproject.com/store/official#!/The-Best-That-Money-Cant-Buy-Book/p/5501756/category=1360103


EARTH:
PLACES
by Tio

http://tiotrom.com/




Every day your skin changes.  You lose between Every day your skin changes.  You lose between 30,000 to 40,00030,000 to 40,000 skin cells a skin cells a
day.  Your skin gets renewed constantly.  The same principle applies to theday.  Your skin gets renewed constantly.  The same principle applies to the
entire surface of the planet.  Mountains, valleys, caves, and other geologicalentire surface of the planet.  Mountains, valleys, caves, and other geological
features are basically cooled lava, which is a mixture of various elements thatfeatures are basically cooled lava, which is a mixture of various elements that
creates the ‘skin’ of Earth, which we refer to as its crust.  When large chunkscreates the ‘skin’ of Earth, which we refer to as its crust.  When large chunks
of this crust collide, driven by the molten lava beneath, it creates tall (for us)of this crust collide, driven by the molten lava beneath, it creates tall (for us)
bulges of matter that we call mountains.bulges of matter that we call mountains.



Compared to the billions of years it has taken to bring about Earth’s currentCompared to the billions of years it has taken to bring about Earth’s current
crust formation, our human lifespan is so minute that we rarely recognize anycrust formation, our human lifespan is so minute that we rarely recognize any
significant changes.  We live on a very dynamic layer, yet it appears still to us.significant changes.  We live on a very dynamic layer, yet it appears still to us.
Mountains can grow several cm a year.  Desert sand moves similar to waves,Mountains can grow several cm a year.  Desert sand moves similar to waves,
and rivers are no more than tiny ‘leaks’ on the surface of the Earth that comeand rivers are no more than tiny ‘leaks’ on the surface of the Earth that come
and go.  Imagine all those millions of years in the making.  If we were toand go.  Imagine all those millions of years in the making.  If we were to
observe the planet’s surface ice from space, over millions of years, it wouldobserve the planet’s surface ice from space, over millions of years, it would
almost look like a pumping heart.almost look like a pumping heart.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP2KWDV1LJQ


To better grasp the structures on Earth’s skin-surface, we haveTo better grasp the structures on Earth’s skin-surface, we have
to get it water-naked.  If we could temporarily remove all theto get it water-naked.  If we could temporarily remove all the

water from the planet, this is what Earth would look like:water from the planet, this is what Earth would look like:



Mountains and valleys, caves and rivers, now seem quiteMountains and valleys, caves and rivers, now seem quite
different, and are able to provide a different context fromdifferent, and are able to provide a different context from

how we normally view them.how we normally view them.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-H6vmLgJHOk


All of these tall mountains, deep oceansAll of these tall mountains, deep oceans
and caves, all of the creatures, winds,and caves, all of the creatures, winds,
rains, all of the vast rivers and endlessrains, all of the vast rivers and endless
deserts, all of them are on and within thisdeserts, all of them are on and within this
‘skin’, a layer that is no thicker than‘skin’, a layer that is no thicker than 50 50
milesmiles (80 km).  If Earth was an apple, the (80 km).  If Earth was an apple, the
entire world we know and live in would beentire world we know and live in would be
the apple’s skin.  The rest is either moltenthe apple’s skin.  The rest is either molten
lava, or deep freezing space.  It is hard tolava, or deep freezing space.  It is hard to
comprehend that beneath our feet is acomprehend that beneath our feet is a
very thin sheet of rock that protects usvery thin sheet of rock that protects us
from a gigantic molten and radioactivefrom a gigantic molten and radioactive
core.core.
  
Now, to make it even more exact, if weNow, to make it even more exact, if we
were to calculate the highest point on thiswere to calculate the highest point on this
crust and the lowest one, this is evencrust and the lowest one, this is even
thinner.thinner.
  
The best way to figure out what is theThe best way to figure out what is the
highest and lowest point on Earth, is tohighest and lowest point on Earth, is to
relate it to the Earth’s core.  You see, thisrelate it to the Earth’s core.  You see, this
planet is not a perfect sphere, its ‘belt’ isplanet is not a perfect sphere, its ‘belt’ is
more bulgy (the equator), thus if it wasmore bulgy (the equator), thus if it was
complete flat on its surface, without anycomplete flat on its surface, without any
mountains and holes, the ‘belt’ region ofmountains and holes, the ‘belt’ region of
the Earth would be the highest one.the Earth would be the highest one.
  
That being said, the famed Mount EverestThat being said, the famed Mount Everest
is not the highest point on the planet, asis not the highest point on the planet, as
many would think.  The highest point ismany would think.  The highest point is
actually a peak on the biggest land-basedactually a peak on the biggest land-based
mountain chain, the Andes, which happensmountain chain, the Andes, which happens
to reside on the planet’s ‘belt’.  The lowestto reside on the planet’s ‘belt’.  The lowest
point is somewhere at the bottom of thepoint is somewhere at the bottom of the
Arctic Ocean, much closer to one of theArctic Ocean, much closer to one of the
planet’s poles.  These points are measuredplanet’s poles.  These points are measured
relative to the Earth’s core.  Thus, therelative to the Earth’s core.  Thus, the
difference between lowest to highestdifference between lowest to highest
points on the surface of the planet is onlypoints on the surface of the planet is only
around 8.6 miles (14 km).(around 8.6 miles (14 km).(sourcesource))





With all of these features on Earth’s surface (mountain chains, hills, valleys,With all of these features on Earth’s surface (mountain chains, hills, valleys,
caverns, etc), if we were to shrink the planet down to the size of a bowlingcaverns, etc), if we were to shrink the planet down to the size of a bowling
ball, Earth would be smoother than the bowling ball!  Mull that thought overball, Earth would be smoother than the bowling ball!  Mull that thought over
for a minute.  This also means that if we were to reverse that and make afor a minute.  This also means that if we were to reverse that and make a
bowling ball (we all know how smooth they seem) as big as the planet, webowling ball (we all know how smooth they seem) as big as the planet, we
would discover huge ‘mountains’ and deep ‘valleys’, much bigger than whatwould discover huge ‘mountains’ and deep ‘valleys’, much bigger than what
we see now on Earth.(we see now on Earth.(sourcesource))
  
That’s quite a thing to ponder!That’s quite a thing to ponder!



So, Earth’s crust is no thicker than an apple’s skin compared to an apple, theSo, Earth’s crust is no thicker than an apple’s skin compared to an apple, the
crust’s features (mountains and holes) are smoother than a bowling ball’scrust’s features (mountains and holes) are smoother than a bowling ball’s
surface if we shrink Earth to that size, and everything we’re aware of (thesurface if we shrink Earth to that size, and everything we’re aware of (the
grand canyon, the vast oceans, lions and zebras, insects and fish, cloudsgrand canyon, the vast oceans, lions and zebras, insects and fish, clouds
and storms, caves and rivers) is part of a meager 8.6 mile (14 km) layer.and storms, caves and rivers) is part of a meager 8.6 mile (14 km) layer.
  
That should put some things in perspective.That should put some things in perspective.



UNIQUE TO THIS THIN LAYER, THERE ARE MANYUNIQUE TO THIS THIN LAYER, THERE ARE MANY
AMAZING PLACES FULL OF COMPLEX ECOSYSTEMS.AMAZING PLACES FULL OF COMPLEX ECOSYSTEMS.
HERE ARE A FEW OF THESE INTERESTING PLACESHERE ARE A FEW OF THESE INTERESTING PLACES
THAT YOU CAN FIND ON EARTH:THAT YOU CAN FIND ON EARTH:

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FZhangye_Danxia_National_Geological_Park&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFu-EPU2HuZq558KNwwR5XOevzdtA


Looking similar to cakes, these mountains areLooking similar to cakes, these mountains are
revealing different layers of rock deposited over therevealing different layers of rock deposited over the

course of 24 million years.  You can actually ‘readcourse of 24 million years.  You can actually ‘read
time’ by looking through the colorful layers.time’ by looking through the colorful layers.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FZhangye_Danxia_National_Geological_Park&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFu-EPU2HuZq558KNwwR5XOevzdtA


Mountains can also look like this.Mountains can also look like this.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FTianzi_Mountain&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFH0nroLm3P3rLElyVpNimMtmqH_w


Or like this.Or like this.

Or something like this.Or something like this.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FUluru&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEaXu4GcXShSIzFdoiI1RCcSIlo6A
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FDevils_Tower&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH08987QWVJ4GFY0-P88UaPd6tEyQ


These mountains are considered one of the oldestThese mountains are considered one of the oldest
geological formations on Earth, dating around 2geological formations on Earth, dating around 2

billion years.billion years.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMount_Roraima&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFiGF9WYWPHn3D8fbP7AXS84bxQhw


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMount_Roraima&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFiGF9WYWPHn3D8fbP7AXS84bxQhw


Some places look like they were human-made, likeSome places look like they were human-made, like
these piles of rocks that show how, given enoughthese piles of rocks that show how, given enough

time, Earth’s crust can come up with amazingtime, Earth’s crust can come up with amazing
sculptures.sculptures.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FBasalt%23Columnar_basalt&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHJwpgXPHuOw9e2ql2soRwxLQcmfw


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FBasalt%23Columnar_basalt&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHJwpgXPHuOw9e2ql2soRwxLQcmfw


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_Rock
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basalt#Columnar_basalt


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concretion
http://www.panoramio.com/photo/47453844


Beneath the surface, there are some places that lookBeneath the surface, there are some places that look
like they might have been drawn by a computer.  Thislike they might have been drawn by a computer.  This
cave is the largest one in the world, with some partscave is the largest one in the world, with some parts
measuring 656 feet (200 meters) high and 492 feetmeasuring 656 feet (200 meters) high and 492 feet

(150 meters) wide.  You could easily fit 6 (150 meters) wide.  You could easily fit 6 Boeing 747Boeing 747  
airplanes inside that space.airplanes inside that space.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Son+Doong&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=CaN6VOrNFJXUapLmgbAB&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAQ&biw=1303&bih=657


https://www.google.com/search?q=Son+Doong&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ei=CaN6VOrNFJXUapLmgbAB&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAQ&biw=1303&bih=657


Ice caves are temporary holes created inside bigIce caves are temporary holes created inside big
chunks of ice.  They are mostly created by lava orchunks of ice.  They are mostly created by lava or
water that once flowed through the ice, leaving awater that once flowed through the ice, leaving a

tunnel along its path.tunnel along its path.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FIce_cave&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGk0tODI9e8y_uKbgp8Yp0HgeLJbg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FIce_cave&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGk0tODI9e8y_uKbgp8Yp0HgeLJbg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCave_of_the_Crystals&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGiL0YXHb0ij5CbpeUxeg8GyBqwSg


The huge crystals inside this cave took almost a halfThe huge crystals inside this cave took almost a half
million years to form.  The cave is relativelymillion years to form.  The cave is relatively

unexplored because the temperatures are too hot forunexplored because the temperatures are too hot for
people to withstand for more than 10 minutes at apeople to withstand for more than 10 minutes at a

time.time.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCave_of_the_Crystals&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGiL0YXHb0ij5CbpeUxeg8GyBqwSg


This cave is so deep you could easily fit 7 EiffelThis cave is so deep you could easily fit 7 Eiffel
Towers one on top of the other.Towers one on top of the other.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FKrubera_Cave&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFxb8kHvAmXxLc7k9zUGXDVGFcilQ
https://www.google.com/search?q=how+tall+is+teh+eiffel+tower&gws_rd=ssl#q=how+tall+is+the+eiffel+tower&spell=1


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FKrubera_Cave&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFxb8kHvAmXxLc7k9zUGXDVGFcilQ
https://www.google.com/search?q=how+tall+is+teh+eiffel+tower&gws_rd=ssl#q=how+tall+is+the+eiffel+tower&spell=1


Some caves are filled with water and, because thereSome caves are filled with water and, because there
are no currents and the water is so clear, scuba divingare no currents and the water is so clear, scuba diving

there is a unique experience, like floating in anthere is a unique experience, like floating in an
invisible liquid.invisible liquid.

https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=Orda+Cave&cad=h


These holes can be inside different types of rocks or ice and,These holes can be inside different types of rocks or ice and,
when they are underwater or filled with water, their explorationwhen they are underwater or filled with water, their exploration
and environment changes a lot.  Exploring these holes give us aand environment changes a lot.  Exploring these holes give us a
better understanding of ecosystems that lack sunlight, arebetter understanding of ecosystems that lack sunlight, are
exposed to less oxygen or a greater quantity of methane or otherexposed to less oxygen or a greater quantity of methane or other
gases, lacking in nutrients, or continuous high humidity; overallgases, lacking in nutrients, or continuous high humidity; overall
environments that are very unique and quite challenging to map,environments that are very unique and quite challenging to map,
analyze or even observe.  Because of that, and perhaps due toanalyze or even observe.  Because of that, and perhaps due to
monetary constraints, only a monetary constraints, only a small fractionsmall fraction of known cave of known cave
systems are explored.systems are explored.

https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=Orda+Cave&cad=h


This is not a huge mirror, it is naturally formed saltyThis is not a huge mirror, it is naturally formed salty
water on a plane that is so leveled that it is used bywater on a plane that is so leveled that it is used by

satellites to calibrate their altitude.satellites to calibrate their altitude.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSalar_de_Uyuni&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGjay5xQs5RD1-CgiT5Tw2-xCMuWA


These two ‘pools’ are formed by hot water, a mixtureThese two ‘pools’ are formed by hot water, a mixture
of minerals and tiny life forms (bacteria).of minerals and tiny life forms (bacteria).

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSalar_de_Uyuni&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGjay5xQs5RD1-CgiT5Tw2-xCMuWA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGrand_Prismatic_Spring&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNE50QqZcbOzQbU7WfLCH9n8MOqyWw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPamukkale&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEARlXHfEcxJBkKdwvAk3t4McMJtg


This ‘pool’s’ color is also made by tiny organisms.This ‘pool’s’ color is also made by tiny organisms.
The color is permanent, and does not alter whenThe color is permanent, and does not alter when

some of the water is collected in a container.some of the water is collected in a container.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FLake_Hillier&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUIRFyTntss9qbdbATix4ExWeAGw


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FLake_Hillier&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGUIRFyTntss9qbdbATix4ExWeAGw


This forest may look normal, but the trees here areThis forest may look normal, but the trees here are
over 370 feet (112 m) in height (not counting roots)over 370 feet (112 m) in height (not counting roots)

and up to 26 feet (7.9 m) in diameter. and up to 26 feet (7.9 m) in diameter. 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSequoia_sempervirens&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEPIEq_kbsDsMMgn3IKgFLMaiTlnw


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSequoia_sempervirens&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEPIEq_kbsDsMMgn3IKgFLMaiTlnw


 Humans look like ants next to them. Humans look like ants next to them.





Forests can also be made of rock.Forests can also be made of rock.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FStone_Forest&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNG-1wy1LgwWd4NP8zIvbld_9FZ8TQ


Or grow under water.Or grow under water.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FKelp_forest&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGfWpVo9jDbtV45RdiwSD6jpTfQFQ


There are also places on Earth that have been long-There are also places on Earth that have been long-
isolated from the rest, where unique plants and otherisolated from the rest, where unique plants and other

life forms have evolved.life forms have evolved.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSocotra&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGzAvToaI9HuNOmFkv5ZEGh0gK8oQ


These ‘strange’ plants are an example of how ‘alien’These ‘strange’ plants are an example of how ‘alien’
such places can become when environmental forcessuch places can become when environmental forces

are even a bit different.are even a bit different.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSocotra&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGzAvToaI9HuNOmFkv5ZEGh0gK8oQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FSocotra&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGzAvToaI9HuNOmFkv5ZEGh0gK8oQ


Next time you see oceanic islands, think about theNext time you see oceanic islands, think about the
fact that the vast majority of them are ‘3D printed’ byfact that the vast majority of them are ‘3D printed’ by

volcanoes (molten lava surfacing and cooling).volcanoes (molten lava surfacing and cooling).

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGal%25C3%25A1pagos_Islands&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEJBWjHzmSVJ9FfxTgN4o-0FV3WlA


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGal%25C3%25A1pagos_Islands&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEJBWjHzmSVJ9FfxTgN4o-0FV3WlA


And if one force creates, another one destroys.  ThisAnd if one force creates, another one destroys.  This
is a huge meteor crater, a reminder of the dangers weis a huge meteor crater, a reminder of the dangers we

face from the vastness of space.face from the vastness of space.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMeteor_Crater&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHyeKcwObTege9IXLEQxQsDBFCcPw


http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FMeteor_Crater&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHyeKcwObTege9IXLEQxQsDBFCcPw


Remember the ‘naked Earth’ description at the beginning of the article?Remember the ‘naked Earth’ description at the beginning of the article?
Just how much water did we temporarily remove for that?  Well, this much Just how much water did we temporarily remove for that?  Well, this much 

Although the surface of the Earth is Although the surface of the Earth is 71%71% covered in water, if we were to take covered in water, if we were to take
all of that water, plus all of the water within Earth’s crust and in theall of that water, plus all of the water within Earth’s crust and in the
atmosphere, it would create just a tiny sphere compared to the size of Earth.atmosphere, it would create just a tiny sphere compared to the size of Earth.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwater.usgs.gov%2Fedu%2Fearthhowmuch.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGU5tRT81jzcXiqy4QyZ82AnO64WQ


Actually, Earth has lessActually, Earth has less
water than Titan or Europawater than Titan or Europa
(moon sizes are relative to(moon sizes are relative to
Earth’s size) - Earth’s size) - sourcesource

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwater.usgs.gov%2Fedu%2Fearthhowmuch.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGU5tRT81jzcXiqy4QyZ82AnO64WQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FEuropa_%2528moon%2529&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGtng-TYE1oJT2UsoHs5olirWjygw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FTitan_%2528moon%2529&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFCHq1-wjmPFGGhSeFzQLc3--UK2A


We are very tiny, however, so this relatively small amount of water forms hugeWe are very tiny, however, so this relatively small amount of water forms huge
oceans back on Earth, so huge that, with all of our technology, we have onlyoceans back on Earth, so huge that, with all of our technology, we have only
explored 5% of it.  The remaining explored 5% of it.  The remaining 95%95% is completely unexplored. is completely unexplored.
  
All of these places are only a tiny sampling of a highly complex layer of places.All of these places are only a tiny sampling of a highly complex layer of places.
All of them conceal secrets that we continuously strive to uncover.  TheseAll of them conceal secrets that we continuously strive to uncover.  These
discoveries not only improve our knowledge about ourselves and our place ondiscoveries not only improve our knowledge about ourselves and our place on
the planet and in the universe, this collective knowledge also allows us tothe planet and in the universe, this collective knowledge also allows us to
develop better technologies and methodologies to uplift our societies.develop better technologies and methodologies to uplift our societies.
Unfortunately, in today’s world, very few enjoy all of these amazing places,Unfortunately, in today’s world, very few enjoy all of these amazing places,
and even fewer explore them.and even fewer explore them.





I once watched a movie called Avatar (very popular back in 2009) about thisI once watched a movie called Avatar (very popular back in 2009) about this
‘majestic’ planet somewhere far, far away from Earth.  The places that the movie‘majestic’ planet somewhere far, far away from Earth.  The places that the movie
makers invented were inspired by real places on planet Earth, but they were farmakers invented were inspired by real places on planet Earth, but they were far
less complex than the real ones.less complex than the real ones.
  
But there is something else that I want to highlight here: Imagine yourselfBut there is something else that I want to highlight here: Imagine yourself
planning a visit to this ‘amazing’ planet, where blue people already live, andplanning a visit to this ‘amazing’ planet, where blue people already live, and
your curiosity made you learn a bit about their planet before your visit.  Youyour curiosity made you learn a bit about their planet before your visit.  You
were delighted to learn that they have plenty of amazing places on their planetwere delighted to learn that they have plenty of amazing places on their planet
that hide extraordinary complexity but, when you arrive there, you realize thatthat hide extraordinary complexity but, when you arrive there, you realize that
most of the blue people (almost all) have never visited those places.most of the blue people (almost all) have never visited those places.
  
They live there, and you may have envied them for that ‘advantage’ beforeThey live there, and you may have envied them for that ‘advantage’ before
arriving, but now you realize that the fact that they live there provides noarriving, but now you realize that the fact that they live there provides no
significant benefit to them.  You then realize that what stops them is that theysignificant benefit to them.  You then realize that what stops them is that they
need to surrender a number of ‘purple leafs’ before others will let them visitneed to surrender a number of ‘purple leafs’ before others will let them visit
those places.  Strange right?those places.  Strange right?



I am sure that you, as a guest on that planet, will start to feel a bitI am sure that you, as a guest on that planet, will start to feel a bit
uncomfortable and perhaps ask what is this amazing ‘marble’ planet, whereuncomfortable and perhaps ask what is this amazing ‘marble’ planet, where
some inhabitants seem to be artificially restricting others’ access to certainsome inhabitants seem to be artificially restricting others’ access to certain
areas for some odd reason.  How is it possible that the ‘lucky’ inhabitants ofareas for some odd reason.  How is it possible that the ‘lucky’ inhabitants of
this amazing place in the universe don't get to enjoy and explore it?this amazing place in the universe don't get to enjoy and explore it?
  
If any extraterrestrial species would ever see/hear about our own ‘blueIf any extraterrestrial species would ever see/hear about our own ‘blue
marble’ and the amazing places there are here on Earth, and then decide tomarble’ and the amazing places there are here on Earth, and then decide to
visit our world, what would they think when they realize that most of usvisit our world, what would they think when they realize that most of us
(almost all) do not get the chance, in our short flash-like existence, to see(almost all) do not get the chance, in our short flash-like existence, to see
these places, to explore them even more?  We have a ‘blue marble’ that canthese places, to explore them even more?  We have a ‘blue marble’ that can
be enjoyed and explored only with ‘green paper’?  How ridiculous is that?be enjoyed and explored only with ‘green paper’?  How ridiculous is that?
  
  
  
FOR A PLETHORA OF DOCUMENTARIES ABOUT EARTH, ITS PLACES,FOR A PLETHORA OF DOCUMENTARIES ABOUT EARTH, ITS PLACES,

CREATURES AND EVENTS, CHECK OUT CREATURES AND EVENTS, CHECK OUT VIDEONEAT - NATUREVIDEONEAT - NATURE..
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